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EDITORIAL
Well folks, the O season is nearly back into the swing of things ... so
now that you're all getting madly keen again and into that O frame of
mind, who wants to take over my Job?!

June is my last issue, after that

I won't be around so if I haven't got a successor this magazine is going
to fade into oblivion.

It's not that bad a job!

It takes a bit of time

but if you have access to a word processor half the job is done for you.
Somebody please rescue me.
Hey everybody, we have an advertiser!

Turn to page 9 to check it out

Make sure you give them plenty of support too, so they have some incentive
to keep advertising. And there's always room for more, so keep a look
out - we need advertisers to keep the costs down.
Lots of training events coming up, which bodes well for Auckland
orienteering. Make the most of these weekends, whether you're new to
this sport or an old hand - they're not only good for your O practice
but simply a lot of fun as well. It's good to keep the spirit alive, huh!
Many thanks to those of you who made contributions this month - there
are some great articles, letters, poems etc coming out to R.D.4 Waiuku!
May they inspire all you others to buy pen and paper!!
See you all at the Woodhill O-Ringen!
Katie Fettes
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COMING EVENTS
MARCH
3

Sat

T

Taupo All-Night Relays - details last issue.

3

Sat

SA

Omana A.R.A. Reserve.

6

Tues

NW

Onepoto Domain - take the Northcote/Birkenhead turnoff

Starts 5.00pm-7.00pm.

from Northern Motorway, at bottom of Onewa Road turn into
Sylvan Ave. Starts 5.00pm-7.00pm.
6

Tues

C

Self's Farm, Mangere (near airport).

10

Sat

SA

Waharau A.R.A. Reserve.

11

Sun

NW

Ambury Park, Mangere - off Ambury Road.
12.30pm.

13
Tues
17-18

C
SA

Starts 5.00pm-7.00pm.

One Tree Hill. Starts 5.00pm-7.00pm.
Motutapu Island Weekend Camp for All.
Sat night and Sun.

Starts 5.00pm-7.00pm.
Starts 10.00am-

Three events: Sat,

Phone John Robinson (085-86911) NOW

if you want to take part.
18

Sun

C

Woodhill Forest - absolutely no details given so watch out
for signs on S.H.16 between Waimauku and Rimmers Road.
Starts 10.00am-12.30pm.

24

Sat

SA

Auckland Night Champs.

25

Sun

H

CDOA OY1 - Kaahu map.

Details this issue.
Signposted from Whakamaru Dam.

APRIL
31 Mar-1 Apr

WOC Squad 'Woodhill O-Ringen '90' - a weekend of training
and O-galore for all ages and abilities. Entry form last
issue, more details this issue.

5

Thur

NW

Auckland Secondary Schools Champs, Woodhill Forest.

8

Sun

C

AOA OY1, Kiwitahi. Signposted from S.H.16 opposite
Woodhill School. Starts 10.00am-12.30pm.

13-16
22
29

NW/Wh
Sun
Sun

P
SA

Easter 4-Day Badge Event - entry forms and details last
issue.
CDOA OY2, Redwoods. Details next issue.
AOA OY2, Huriwai - signposted from Port Waikato.

Starts

10.00am-12.30pm.
MAY
6

Sun

WOC Squad Woodhill Forest Fun Run.

Details later.

CLOSING DATE FOR NEXT ISSUE
Stories!
20 MARCH

Articles!

Tit-bits!

Send to: Katie Fettes, RD4, Waiuku.

CENTRAL CHATTER
* First the bad news.
Tut tut.

Many of our members have yet to pay their subs.

This magazine could be the last one for unfinancial members,

and remember unfinancial members don't score points at OY's, and the
first of those is not far away, so come on folks, get those cheque books
out.

Membership forms were posted out some time ago.

They are also

available at Summer Series events, or ring our secretary Clive Bolt
(ph. 534-2946) for a new one.
* Good to see the Nicholls' new house nearing completion.
will be moving into their new offices on completion day.

Club officials
I wonder when

the house warming will be.
* This year's Summer Series (at the time of writing) has so far been
dogged by rainy weather and so attendances haven't been as high as
hoped - so keep reminding your friends to come along.

Running in the

rain is actually quite enjoyable.
* Orienteer of the Month: Jamie Munro, M10. I spotted Jamie at the Long
Bay and Shakespear Reserve events, dressed in a full Central-coloured
O—suit. At both events many many beach goers were present. Here, I
thought, is a true Central Club ambassador. Nice one Jamie, keep it up.
* The next meeting is at the Nicholls' place, 170 Campbell Road, One Tree
Hill, 7th March, 7.30pm.
to come along.

All club members are welcome and encouraged

Remember, if you have any news for this column just

ring Peter Johnson on 554-397.
The Central Figure

NORTH WEST NEWS
* A large number of orienteers were spotted watching the Commonwealth
Games marathons and triathlon.

Club member Dave Murdoch took things a

step further by competing for the England B team in the triathlon.
Dave finished in 2hrs 13mins. Congratulations!
* Also competing - for Scotland - was well-known British orienteer Jack
Maitland.

Jack is remembered in New Zealand for running all seven legs

in the Taupo All-Night Relays a few years ago.
man team was well-placed too!

From memory, his one-
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* To all those intrepid members who tackled the Kaweka Challenge this
year - well done.

Geoff and Lisa Mead continued their high standard

of previous years, being first mixed pair on Course One.

At this stage

I do not know any of the other results.
* Plans for Easter weekend are well underway, with two setters and one
controller for each day.

The maps are even printed!!

Experienced

co-ordinators have been chosen and they will be working hard to ensure
the smooth running of the event, without overburdening people.
Any ideas for spot prizes or social activities etc should be directed
to Gay and Rob Ambler, who are in charge of that part of the planning.
Have you entered yet??? Don't forget late entries close on March 31st.
Come and take part in a fun weekend - especially those of you who have
never experienced a multi-day event before.
* Hope you've all booked your accomodation.

Judy Martin is spending her

days in Tokyo planning an exciting menu for the camp, which should see
everyone well catered for.

She has also been busy with the sewing

machine and the club now has a large nylon Kiwisport banner - complete
with 'Kiwi Rampant' - to hang at events.

Ann Fettes has not been idle

either and many of you will have seen the new Kiwisport instructors
bibs she made.

What talented people the club has!

* Membership forms have been included with this magazine for those people
who have mislaid them, never received them, or not yet sent them to
Barry Hanlon.

Don't forget - NO MAGAZINE NEXT MONTH if you are not a

financial member.
* Junior club members - don't forget the Secondary Schools Champs in
Woodhill on Thursday 5th April.
ed.

See if you can get your school interest-

If anyone is free to help out on the day please contact Lesley

Stone - it makes the planning of the event easier if we know who is
available.
* The April club meeting is on Thursday 5th April at Stan Foster's, 70
Waimarie Road, Whenuapai.
North West Newshound.
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SOUTH AUCKLAND NEWS
* Ralph King manages to get publicity in the N.Z. Herald, and I am always
seeking items for this once-a-month effort. If you have anything of
interest, please let me know (ph. 299-8413).
* Club orienteering has revolved around the Summer Series,

Duder's

Beach had a good turn out with Jeanette Boswell running out of
sausages on the popular barbeque.

These compulsory training events

are a means of getting us old fossils fit.
* Bob Murphy (talking of fossils) is having a lay-off to allow his knee
to recover.

We hear he is chomping at the bit.

Hope you have a quick

recovery Bob.
* John Robinson still has a few vacancies for his Motutapu Island Weekend
Camp.

If you are interested ring Robbie on 085-86911, now.

* There were a few ex-orienteers competing at the Commonwealth Games Anne Audain (Garrett) and Barbara Moore, and with Peter Snell and his
wife at the Long Bay event our sport got a bit of a boost.
* First-year orienteer Jan Betty won the AOA OY series in M21C last year watch out men!
* The Auckland Night Champs are on Saturday 24th March, being run by our
club.

This is NOT a pre-entry event and you can run with a partner -

so come along!
* The Kiwisport courses we put on are popular with the kids. However there
is a lack of publicity about the format they should take. A recent
club meeting revolved around how to teach teachers orienteering.
* The next club meeting will be at the Sneddens' place, and the April
meeting at the Robinsons' - first Monday of the month at 7.30pm, and
everyone is welcome.
Ken Browne
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NATIONAL ADVANCED JUNIOR
TRAINING CAMP
Date: Tuesday 15th May - Sunday 20th May
Approx. cost: $160 (food and accomodation included)
Accomodation: 3 days at Muriwai Motorcamp, 2 days at Houghtons Bush Camp
This camp is open to juniors preferably between the ages of 17 and 20,
and any other juniors who were not accepted for the 1989 Junior Camp due
to too much experience. Other juniors may apply for consideration.
Apply to: John and Val Robinson, P.O.Box 575, Pukekohe, by 31st March.
Entry form included in this mag.

AUCKLAND WEEKEND
TRAINING CAMP
Date: Saturday 19th May and Sunday 20th May
Cost: $20 (to cover maps and accomodation)
Accomodation: Houghtons Bush Camp, Muriwai - bed accomodation is limited
to about 50, so first in first served.
provide their own tents.

Everyone else must

This camp is open to everyone, from beginner level to experienced. No
food will be provided, so bring your own. You must pre-enter this camp,
before 31st March. Come along and enjoy a weekend of orienteering
training. Entry form included in this mag.
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AUCKLAND ORIENTEER OF
THE YEAR COMPETITION ' 9 0
Following last month's article on the OY competition, here are some
more changes to this year's competition.
Trophies
To qualify for an OY trophy or certificate competitors must have run
in a minimum of four of the seven events. Trophies are available for
all grades but will not be awarded unless this qualification is met.
Courses
A sub-committee of the AOA was requested to investigate the combination of grades and courses in an endeavour to reduce the number of
courses necessary while still providing all grades with satisfactory
competition. Representations were also made to the AOA that the
recommended winning times used last year were too long with the
result that many competitors were taking 2 hours or more to complete
their courses. It was felt that we should be encouraging orienteers
to run faster on shorter courses rather than rewarding those who
prove they can survive a marathon.
After many hours of examining past results and calculating and
comparing kilometre rates run, the sub-committee recommended that ten
courses be set for the OY competition and these were accepted for
1990. The courses are as follows:
Winning
Average
time
distance
Difficult technically and physically
Course 1
M21E
65 mins
7.75 km
Course 2
M21A,
M35A
W21E
55 mins
5.25 km
Course 3
M17A, M19A, M40A, M45A
50 mins
4.5 km
Course 4
M15A, M21B, M50A
W35A
45 mins
4.0 km
Difficult technically, moderate physically
Course 5
M35B, M40B, M55A
W17A, W19A, W21A, W40A, W45A 45 mins
3.25 km
Difficult technically, easy physically
Course 6
M45B, M50B, M60A, M65A
W15A
45 mins
2.75 km
Course 7
W21B, W35B, W40B, W45B,
W50A, W55A, W60A
40 mins
2.0 km
Medium technically and physically
Course 8
M13A, M-20B, M21C
W-20B
40 mins
2.75 km
Easy technically and physically
Course 9
M11A
W11A, W13A, W21C
35 mins
1.75 km
Course 10
M-10
W-10
30 mins
1 .4 km
In addition to the above courses a Kiwisport course will be available
which may use the course 10 controls but should start and finish at a
different place from the OY competition.
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In the past it was considered that "B"-grade courses needed to be of
lesser technical difficulty and this was one of the reasons why more
courses needed to be set. This caused complaints from the orienteers
that still wanted an orienteering challenge but were not physically
up to running the longer "A" course for their age-group. Adult "B"grade competitors should now find their orienteering ability tested
while hopefully avoiding terrain that is too hilly.
It is important that new-comers to orienteering are persuaded to
begin on courses that are not too difficult. People with little or no
orienteering experience should only attempt courses 8, 9 or 10 and
there are grades on those 3 courses to suit all ages.

DROMORNE
LINEN COMPANY LIMITED

ESTABLISHED
Your agent....
KAY POTTER

1934

'Ph.(09) 565-876
anytime.
For your bedroom, dining room and bathroom...
Equisite designs, exclusive to DROMORNE..NOT SOLD IN
ANY STORES IN N.Z.. Luxury you can afford on our
Easy Terms. Select in the comfort of your home..KAY
will call to show you the full range without obligation.
Our LAYBY System provides no charge for Easy Terms,
No Interest, Free Postage, Instalment Guarantee Insurance, Free Fire Insurance..
13 designs of Duvet Sets, Cannon & Christy exclusive
Bath Towels, Telephone & Beach Towels, Tablecloth sets
formal, lace & breakfast. Generous sized sheets, flat or
fitted, popular colours (Burgundy, Silvermist, Biscuit,
Peach, Victoria Rose..all with matching pillowcases).
plus many more colours. KAY would love to show you the
FULL RANGE..Phone her on Auckland 565-876.
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TRAMPING IN FIORDLAND
Well, this isn't an event report, not an 'O' event anyway.

I just thought

some people might be interested to hear about my accident down in
Fiordland.

I would really like to thank the North West Club for their

card so promptly sent, and cards from various individuals.

It really

was great to receive so many good wishes.
So what actually happened?

Well I'd Joined the Auckland Tramping Club

for their Christmas trip and this year it was to be to Fiordland.

Our

journey down was lengthy but cosy on the club bus, setting off Saturday
evening and arriving in the early hours of Christmas morning at Te Anau
Downs.

After another short night the eight in our group took a short

boat crossing over Lake Te Anau to the start of the tramp.

The weather

looked quite bright so we chose a higher route, taking us above the bushline to quite a spectacular ridge.

The drop on the other side was quite

dramatic and so too was the drop down to the saddle where we intended to
camp.
Forced to modify our plans, we headed down to the bushline where we
set up camp for our first night.

It was rather a wet evening but we did

have our Christmas pudding and a few luxuries to keep us going.
The next day we continued our downward route and it sure was steep,
but no real problem until we came to an area where we needed careful
negotiation to find a route down.

Good excuse for a lunch stop.

at this point that I thought I'd take a photo.

It was

I had to walk along the

ledge on which we were perched in order to reach a suitable position, and
before I knew it a sod of earth just gave way under my weight and I found
myself falling.
Initially I would stop falling quickly, but the land was so steep I
just increased my speed until eventually I landed in a small sapling 30m
below!

I was quite conscious and could see by the angle of my right leg

that I had broken my femur, and shouted the news back to the others above.
It all happened so quickly and unexpectedly.
Fortunately Roger had a handline with him and managed to climb down
to me, for which I was very grateful.

I then managed to pull myself

along to a more stable position and prepared to wait it out.

The others

above lowered various items down such as first aid kits, sleeping bags,
karrimats etc, so I wasn't too cold.
The obvious problem was one of how to get help.

Fortunately we did

have a mountain radio with us, but were unable to get through to anyone
until our regular schedule at 8pm.

A helicopter was sent out immediately

but by the time it reached us it was too dark to effect a rescue that

10

night.

However, it did manage to drop off a doctor and two search and

rescue guys.

By that time I was unconscious so do not remember the night

out in the pouring rain nor the difficulty they had getting the winch to
attach to my stretcher to haul me out.

All I can say is that I sure am

grateful to all those guys, especially the doctor.

He put up a drip and

gave me 4 litres of fluid and oxygen which probably saved my life.
So ended my tramping trip, in Invercargill Hospital.
unconscious for five days in Intensive Care.

There I remained

They put the unconsciousness

down to fluid loss and hypothermia, but at least I did not have a head
injury, and the CT scans were all normal. I have felt fine ever since
I came round, and I was allowed back up to Auckland after 3.5 weeks.
One amusing side story.

I was lucky that my parents came out from

England straight away to visit me, but Dad made rather an unfortunate
decision to hire a bicycle. On his first day on it he was knocked off
by a motorcyclist and fell and fractured his pelvis! Hence he was admitted
to the same ward as me for a few days.
Still, the good news is that he is walking again without crutches and
doing very well. It will be a bit longer before I too can dispense with
the crutches but I'm keeping up with my physio exercises in the gym and
enjoying a lazy time at home.
in the forests again.

I hope it won't be too long before I'm out

Love,
Rowena

HURRY AND
GET WELL
SOON, ROWENA!

BEST WISHES
FROM ALL
THE O-ERS
IN AUCKLAND!
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WOODHILL

O-RINGEN

1990

Well, the maps are nearly finished, entries are coming in, two Swedes
are signed on to put the flags in the right place (true), and the rainy
season must be on its way.
Don't forget to get your entry in for this training camp (open to everyone,
entry forms last issue) - after all, you do want to perform well at Easter,
don't you?
At last I can release a timetable so you know what to expect.

You'd

better keep this O-mag handy because it doubles as the O-Ringen event
booklet!
Saturday 31st March
Take the Rimmer Road entrance to the forest (about 10km past the Forest
HQ on S.H.16).

The gate will be manned all day (lucky man), so there is

no need to rush.
Information packs will be available from about 9.30am, and there will be
no need to shift your car in-between races. The maps are "The Yeti" and
"Bigfoot", otherwise known as the Missing Links.
both runs, with time for a decent lunch break.
O-tales over a beer in the afternoon?

You have all day to do

How about sharing a few

If you have enough to drink we

might even be able to talk you into picking up controls!

As I said, the

gate will be manned all day, so you can leave when you like.
Sunday 1st April
Take the HQ entrance into the forest from S.H.16, and assemble at the
Restall Road gate (a couple of minutes past the HQ) at 9.00am.

The gate

will be manned until 10.00am, and then checked

Please

'periodically'.

try and turn up on time.
The Australasian Championships will take place at "Crocodile Creek' (where
could this be?) followed by a lunch break.
At 1.00pm everybody leaves (perhaps earlier if everyone is ready) and
drives to a new destination for the last race.

You can then continue

lunch if you like, go home if you've had enough (the gate will be manned
from 1.00pm onwards), or better, get mentally prepared for an exhilerating
last race and a good chat with others afterwards.
from a special weekend?

I mean, why rush away

There may be a 15 minute walk to the start of the

last race, but the finish will be in the parking area with good spectator
viewing of the last kilometre (make sure you look good!).
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It would be really good to see everyone relax and enjoy the whole day.
Even if it's raining, stick around and discuss things with the setter
(me), it would probably be a big help to both of us.
I'm looking forward to seeing everyone there!
David Melrose

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Editor,
We have perennial discussions and arguments on the best
distribution of courses and grades for OY competitions.

Older A-grade

women (I am one), fought for a long time to have their needs met and I'd
hate to lose these gains.
However, it is important to keep the number of courses down to allow
the setters and vetters more time to evaluate their work.
we need rather than quantity.

Quality is what

I support Rob Garden, technical officer of

the AOA, in his move to check some OY courses throughout the year.

Wouldn't

it be great to have a whole OY series with no big errors as to course
lengths and difficulty?
So let us give the new grade/course combinations a try and let the AOA
know if it is not working for us.

My reservation is that novice orienteers

will have difficulty but I encourage them to seek help - there are plenty
of club members very willing to share their knowledge and skills.
And to course setters - a plea to site controls so that we can navigate
to them (not in a badly mapped area, not in dark green, not in the middle
of a featureless plain), and so that we can readily find them once we are
in the control circle (not tucked behind the cutty grass, in the middle of
a thicket, a crack in the rock).

If the course setter finds a control, site

difficult what chance is there for us?
See you all at the O-Ringen and Easter 4-Day.
Yours truly,
Ann Fettes
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THE STORY OF A FOURTH FORM
TRIP TO THE K A I M A N A W A S
WANDERING IN THE HILLS AND MIST
(An Ode to Map and Compass)
Tony, Jack and Bu went this day
Into the hills and far away.
If possible it was their delight
To tramp from morn till night,
In the Kaimanawa range A place to Jack that was not strange.
Off they set into the mist and rain,
Onwards and upwards, never mind the pain.
To show Manurewa High School girls and boys
How to navigate safely and reap the joys.
On the top they huddled in a bunch
Some more brave, ate their lunch
Healthy and whole, some no doubt,
Designed to keep the weather out.
'Time to go' said our intrepid chaps
As off they went clutching compass and maps.
Off to the south the leaders strode
Speed of navigation the intended mode.
The rain came down, the mist grew thicker
Which made them descend all the quicker
Towards the rushing river's sound
And the green bush-covered gound.
Of rocks and Rangitikei there was no sight.
And soon it would be darkest night.
Among the party it was passed by mouth,
That they had gone East instead of South.
So moving now with slow intent,
Towards a bivvy spot now they went.
Muttering as onwards they slipped
That maybe they should have joined another trip.
To end our tale - the following day
They looked around and found a way
To gain the ridge without much trouble
And get the group out of this awful muddle.
So beginning trampers take great care
And of ancient NZAC members and orienteers beware!
- Jill Dalton
(But with grateful thanks to CMC and John Entwisle)
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WHATS JILL BEEN DOING ?
Some of you may have wondered in an idle moment what has
happened to me over the last few months, and why haven't I
been appearing at the orienteering events. Well, I thought
I would stop the rumours (if there were any), and fill in
the details.
I've been teaching for nine years now, and increasingly
felt the need to work more in the outdoors, especially in
promoting safe standards. Towards this end I saw the need
to develop my own skills and have concentrated on this by
attending several Bushcraft Courses as variously a
participant, an instructor, and an assessor/facilitator.
I also tried to pursue my interests in caving, and more
recently mountaineering.
At the end of 1989, a full time job was advertised with the
New Zealand Mountain Safety Council as National Field
Officer, and I successfully applied for this. My home base
is still Auckland, with specific responsiblities for the
Waikato, Auckland and Northland regions, as well as
national responsiblities that will mean much travelling
around the country.
Along with all this, I intend to return to Nepal this year
to climb in the Annapurna region. So you can see that
orienteering has been difficult for me. This year I'd like
to think that I'll be able to attend more events as I can
see increasingly the value of map and compass skills in all
the activities I am involved in. I'm sure that my
orienteering background has been of real benefit to me.
Unfortunately I can't devote time to develop my Level II
Coaching skills, nor can I see much time for course setting
and so on, but my full support goes to all of you in
Auckland that continue to do such great work for the
benefit of the sport.
So, please regard this as a big 'Hello' from me, and I'll
hope to catch up with all my 'O' friends once again in
1990.
JILL DALTON
9 February 1990
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COACHING REPORT
Hi from Tokyo - where it is cold and snowy!
No doubt many of you will have seen some of Michael Wood's excellent
coaching newsletters and his reports of coaching happenings to the
N.Z.O.F. council meetings? if not, I would like to pass on some of the
national news, and add some local bits and pieces.
Great progress is being made in setting up a coaching structure throughout New Zealand, and even better, money is being provided for the
purpose.

Having a healthy internal network of people working together

is the life-blood of most sports and other voluntary organisations, and
it looks like it really is progressing well on the coaching front.
Michael's aim is to have strong regional coaching groups.

In Auckland,

I think we are well on the way to achieving such a group, with several
representatives for both coaching and Kiwisport from each club, as well
as reps from the Training

Squad.

As convenor of the group I hope we can

provide a good instruction programme for this year, and continue to
meet the needs of Kiwisport in the region; and support Michael Wood
and Laurie Baxter in their national endeavours as well.
I haven't been around to see how the summer Series is going, but I hope
we can follow it up with good instruction at our first OY's and forest
events. Our aim will be to have at least one, if not two, Kiwisport
courses at every event (long and short).

These are really no different

from the Novice/Wayfarer courses we have always had; we will just be
tying it in with the great Kiwisport publicity machine, and the special
needs of the Kiwisport programme.
Special requirements for Kiwisport are:
1) Someone on hand to sign school Kiwisport participation books - I've
never seen it happen yet, but they do exist!

We have added our own

participation certificates and badges for the Summer Series.
2) No timing on courses.
course.

Results should show those that completed the

Kiwisport is non-competitive, this fits in well with our

instruction programme, as orienteering skills are best learned without
competitive pressure anyway.

At our last meeting it was felt that a

special Kiwisport area or 'station' could be set up at each event.
This area would be the start/finish place for the easy courses; all
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instruction would be provided here, and the master maps for the easy
courses would be here.

In fact, everything for beginners would be here.

By the time you read this, every club will have a Kiwisport banner as
a location point. Upcoming co-ordinators please note above suggestions
and if necessary check with your club Kiwisport rep.
3) Easy courses.

Club Kiwisport people have undertaken to check on (or

even set) the suitability of the easy courses; so course setters don't
be surprised or offended if you get a call from your Kiwisport person,
they are just doing their job!
Other plans for the first part of the season:
* 31st March-1st April - WOC Squad Woodhill O-Ringen.
coaching for everyone.

Training and

* May ... We are scheduled to host the National Advanced Junior Training
Camp, for experienced and top juniors from all over N.Z. (the less
experienced had their camp last December).

We are hoping to be able

to fit in our own Junior/Senior training camp (or days) at the same
time, as they were so popular last year.

Look for publicity on these

in this magazine, and address your questions or offers to John or Val
Robinson - ph. 085-86911.
Other news ... Part of the new coaching set-up will be the training of
coaches; Michael has this well under way and it looks good!
better than the overseas programmes I have seen or done.

In fact

The initial

stages will be of interest to all orienteers, not just intending coaches,
as it is designed to help the club orienteer.

More on this next time -

look forward to it!
Meanwhile, did you know that the A.R.A. (now A.R.C.) run excellent, high
quality courses on club administration and communication skills, well
worth attending for your own personal gain as well as for your club.
You don't have to be a club officer for your club to benefit from your
knowledge either.

These courses are very cheap because they are heavily

sponsored, but the lecturers are some of the best in Auckland - you would
pay several hundred dollars for the same lecturers at other seminars.
The snag is they are usually three-day courses held during the day in
the week, not weekends.
Did you know that A.T.I. also run short sports-related courses?
are usually block weekends or evenings.

These

Details from the Sports and

Health Science Section, Akoranga Campus, A.T.I.
(continued...)
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The next meeting of the A.O.A. coaching sub-committee will be on March
20th.

You are welcome to attend the meeting.

If you have any requests

or ideas to put forward for coaching or Kiwisport matters, please write
to me at 72 Arran Road, Browns Bay; or if the idea is in danger of
getting lost, Paul will field phone calls; or else have a word with
your club coach or Kiwisport rep.
Happy Orienteering!
Judy Martin
Auckland Coaching Convenor

AUCKLAND NIGHT CHAMPS
Date: 24th March 1990
Venue: a NEW area of forest/farm in Waiuku Forest, 5-colour map
Courses: three courses available - 2km, 4km, 6km.

You may run with a

partner if you wish.
Start times: starts will be issued as soon as it's dark (approx. 8pm).
Entry: entry can be made on the day, there is no entry form.
Price: Senior - $5.00
Junior - $3.00
Family - $13.00
Any enquiries, contact: Phyl Snedden
ph. 085-59609
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COURSE SETTING FOR
PROMOTION / P A R K EVENTS
Introduction
These notes accompany an instruction evening on 4.12.89. They are intended
only for setting local promotion events and assume that only three courses
are offered; easy, medium and difficult. When four or more courses are
offered they are categorised as very easy, easy, medium, difficult; and
there may be several courses of different lengths in each category.
The principles of course setting outlined here generally apply also to
setting for a major event.
Ideally the vetter or controller should be more experienced than the
setter.
Although the setter plans the courses, the final product is
a partnership and both setter and vetter should feel free to analyse,
discuss, re-plan and accept revision to obtain the best courses they can.
Beginning
Allow plenty of time. I suggest at least three months for a forest event
and three weeks for a park event. Several field visits will probably
be necessary.
I always find that after one or two visits and some
nights of sleep and think I have some fresh and better ideas and need to
visit the area again.
I usually draft my courses at home first which is OK if you are already
familiar with the terrain.
If you have never been on the area before it
is probably useful to have a run over it first.
Choose potential start/finish/event centre locations. Think about parking,
access, toilets, shelter and proximity to area of the map you want to use.
I have often found that my event centre is determined by wanting to be
close to the best part of the map for the easy course.
I usually begin my course planning by doing just that - finding the part
of the map where there are plenty of handrails and suitable terrain for
the easiest courses.
Then I look for technical areas where I can set challenging longer legs
with route choice for the difficult course. I plan as many of these
really interesting legs as I can - not necessarily linked. Then I link
it all together, modifying it as required.
Purpose of Promotion Events
Orienteering is defined as an equal test of running and navigational
skills. We satisfy the running test by merely providing a course and
don't need to think about it much more, except to keep the runners out
of the bush-crashing and mountain climbing areas. It is false to justify
a long track run by saying you are testing running ability. It is OK to
justify a track run because it is a basic navigational skill for novices.
So, the purpose of the event is to provide a navigational exercise.
At a promotion event we especially aim to introduce beginners to the
basic skills. A secondary purpose is to provide a technical course for
experienced orienteers.
The aim is to have everyone finish and say, "That was fun". I also hope
they will finish and say, "That was fair."
We want the newcomer to see that we are well organised.
We expect to entice the newcomer to come again.

(continued...)

Fairness
Fairness is the basic ingredient of all sport.
When luck is an ingredient, people become irritated and don't enjoy
the experience. Even the winner gets little satisfaction from a lucky win.
It is fun to successfully use skills and abilities. You don't need to win.
I cannot emphasise enough how important it is to eliminate luck as a factor.
There are many causes of the luck factor. Try to predict them. It's not easy.
Controls must be easily visible when the orienteer is at the feature.
When the orienteer reaches the control point he should not have to search
for the control - not even for one second.
Never hide a control in long grass or behind a tree etc. Use a slasher if
necessary.
Orienteering is all about how you get from one control site to the next site.
It is the navigation on the way that makes the sport unique.
Check the route options. Is each route as the map the says. If wrong
mapping makes one route unfair, use a map correction or change the leg.
Check mapping around the control.

If it is faulty, move the control.

Attack points around the control must be correctly mapped.
Watch for other re-entrants, knolls or depressions (or whatever feature
you are using) near your control that are not mapped.
Avoid dog legs. (Not such a problem on easy courses)
The control must be in the right place. The vetter should never assume
the setter put it in the right place.
Double check.... and check again.
Check each master map several times.
is pre-printed.

Or each printed map if the course

Accurate descriptions are important.
A control on a small feature in featureless terrain becomes a bingo or luck
control.
If you are unsure about a control or a leg, err on the side of easiness.
Purpose of a Control
Every control must do a job.
The main purpose of a control is to begin and/or end a good leg - full of
map reading, route choice and navigational problems.
Controls may be used for short relocating legs: to set up the next good
leg, or to avoid a dog leg.
Look at each control. What happens if it is taken out. Sometimes you
can make a course more interesting by removing controls to vary the type
of navigation required.
Minimise 'dead' distance, i.e. where navigation is not a factor.
Parallel features like spurs, ridges, valleys, fence lines can lead an
orienteer astray. You might look for these possibilities as a navigational
challenge on difficult courses.
In general the technical level must remain consistent throughout the course.
Use taped routes if necessary.
Vary and maximise the skills to be used: e.g. slow run-careful navigation,
fast run-rough navigation, compass bearing, distance estimation, route choice,
decision making, contour navigation, avoiding parellel errors, contouring.
reading fine detail.
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Sites
Don't use a feature just because it is an interesting or exciting or
scenic place for a control.
Although orienteering is navigation between the controls - don't position
the control so obviously that navigation ceases towards the end of the leg.
Avoid controls on similar features close together.
Avoid similar codes on controls close together.
Don't put a control on a map correction.
You can make navigation more demanding by placing a control away from
large collecting features or large attack points.
Some maps are in many compartments, divided up by tracks and roads. If you
put a control in the middle of each block, then the distance from the control
to the track is dead - no navigation.
Use a definite feature. E.g. 'Stream junction', not 'Stream'.
Vary the features. Not all knolls or all re-entrants or all fence corners.
Shape
Vary the direction, vary the length of legs, vary the types of sites, vary
the terrain, vary the navigational challenges. It makes the course more
interesting.
Vary the orienteering technique. E.g. Contour reading, compass use, distance
estimation, avoiding paralell errors, contouring, selecting the right track...
Avoid unnecessary climb.

The competitor won't thank you for it.

If you have set a steep uphill leg, break it up by using extra controls to
force the runner to think navigation or to make the climb diagonally uphill.
Avoid dog legs. Seeing a runner ahead entering and leaving the control area
using the same route gives the person behind a lucky break.
Avoid opportunities for cheating at crossovers or a later control being too
close to an earlier control.
Physical difficulty does not equate with technical difficulty.
is not just a steeplechase or cross-country event.

Orienteering

A long leg can be a pointless navigational exercise if a large catching
feature means that much of the leg becomes 'dead' distance; also if the
obvious route choices are non-thinking track or road runs.
Drawing the Course
Draw any relevant corrections on the master maps as well as the Corrections map.
On the Corrections maps it is useful to state which corrections relate to
which courses.
Provide plenty of master maps. A beginner could take 30 seconds to draw each
circle. It takes me 8 to 13 seconds to copy each circle.
Ensure the pens are red, they work well, and if tied to a string it is long
enough.
Circle size is 5 to 6 mm.
Start triangle sides are 7mm.
are 5 mm and 7 mm concentric circles.

Finish circles

Ensure that lines and circles do not obliterate any features relevant to
navigation, especially near the control. Use a break in the line or circle.
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Selwyn Palmer (Dec. 1989)
(continued...)

FOR

Controls c l e a r l y visible from the
approach of the feature. Visible
from the previous control is O.K.

Short legs and many controls
can give afeelingof success
more often.

Controls

Pleasure

L e a r n i n g new skills gives
satisfaction.

Controls could beasfor the
difficult course if there are
strong attack points nearby.
Otherwise ensure the controls
are on the approach side.

Navigational challenge gives
satisfaction.

Controls can be on blind side of
feature or on small features to
encourage navigation right up to
the control.

Site controls so that navigation
is required right to the feature.
The most
technically demanding
route choice should be the fastest (in time) while the easiest
and safest route the slowest.
Therefore, navigational and map
reading ability is rewarded.

Controls sites must be obvious,
visible from the handrail, on the
handrail, or on the junction of
handrails.

Sites

Site controlssothere are convenient attack features or a
catching feature behind it.
Sites that sick up, e.g. knolls,
poles, trees are easier than pits
and depressions. Devise a chal¬
enge, but keep the runner safe.

Use handrails,e.g.fences, roads, Handrailsshouldstill be an
Avoidhandrails.Force the
tracks, streams - all the way.
option, but going cross-country
competitor to navigate for as
Route
choice not required should
- use be the better route choice. m u c h of the course as possible.
streamers tomakeit easy through
the tricky areas.

Compass could be a useful aid.

legs

Compass optional.

Anyone should be able to complete
the course without a compass like reading a road map.

Compass

There should be no DNF's.

km

There shouldbeno DNF's.

- 7.0

There should be no DNF's.

5.0

DIFFICULT

Provide
anintroduction
to skills
Provide
as m u c h navigational
such as route choice, reading
challenge as possible, testing
contours, navigating from conmap reading,route choice,
tours, distance estimation.
decision making, concentration.

MEDIUM

Provide an i n t r o d u c t i o n to basic
orienteeringskillssuch as map
orientation and reading basic
symbols.

EVENTS

Aims

PROMOTION/PARK

2.5 - 4.0 km

EASY

SETTING

1 - 2 km

COURSE

Length
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Accurate, but in simple child's
language. Words like "re-entrant,
spur, depression" may not be
understood (and are not desirable
features anyway)

FAIRNESS IS VITAL.
LUCK IS NOT A FACTOR.

Descriptions

Fairness

Thanks

DIFFICULT

Descriptions must be accurate.
Remember size, shape and where
on the feature.

FAIRNESS IS VITAL.
LUCK IS NOT A FACTOR.
Silly
setters put controls in a maze of illegible features, in
dark green or on isolated point features. This makes it a
game of chance.

FAIRNESS IS VITAL.
LUCK IS NOT A FACTOR

Descriptions must be accurate.
Use traditional orienteering
language.Whereis the control
on the feature ?

A v o i d dense v e g e t a t i o n . Think
Use
mapped obstacles as part of
of older runners - deep water,
the challenge of selecting the
mud, slippery areas, logged areas best route.
and steep terrain.

MEDIUM

Compiled with considerable help from an article "Course Setting by Colour",
by Bob Allison, ACTOA Technical Officer.

Avoid thick vegetation,
difficult fence crossings and
difficult stream crossings.

EASY

Hazards
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ORlENTEERlNG

TRAINING

IN

YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD
Lynda Rapkins
Have you ever thought about training for
orienteering? "Yes. I go for a run every day/a
few days a week/occasionally". I hear you
say. That's great. But by doing this are you
improving your orienteering or are you improving your ability to run around the block?
There is no doubt that you are improving
your fitness but orienteering is a lot more than
fitness. If you wish to get better at running on
uneven terrain, decision-making and map-re¬
ading on the run, compass running and distance estimation thenthatis what you must do
in your training. In other words make your
training sport-specific. There are some important physiological reasons why you need to
practice your orienteering techniques frequently.
The human brain has a part which processes
and works on information and a part which
stores information. It is this first part, the
working memory, which is used in orienteering. Unlike the storage section it has a limited
capacity. It can only work on about 7 (2)
pieces of information or ideas at a time and
this number is reduced when the brain is
deprived of oxygen as happens during
moderate to intense exertion. So orienteering
can place enormous demands on this working
memory.
During orienteering you could be watching
foot plant, controlling balance, making micro
route choices, watching other competitors,
remembering pacecount, noting features passed, assessing your position, remembering
your route choice plan and run map reading,
all at once. If some of these tasks can be taken
away from the working memory by making
them automatic so that they don't require
conscious thought, then more space can be
allotted to the decision-making tasks that ensure navigational accuracy.
For beginning orienteers, working memory
overload is a real problem because all these
tasks are new and novel and require a large
amount of conscious thought. Experienced
orienteers are performing many of these tasks
with little conscious realisation that they are
actually performing them.
Now you're saying to yourselfthatthis is all
very well in theory but not many of us have the
time or opportunity to run on a map and terrain
every day to practice orienteering.
Well, here's the good news. You do not
need to. Orienteering can be broken down into
many minor skills, most of which can be
trained separately and incorporated into your
daily runs.
Below is a list of skills and ways you can
train these skills using what your neighbourhood has to offer. Of course some localities
will be endowed with more appropriate
features than others, but the trick is to use

what is available to its best advantage. For
example if you live in a flat area which has
only one small hill, use it for hill repetitions or
incorporate it into a circuit which can be run
any multiple of times.
1. Map reading on the run
This skill is the simplest to train. Just take a
map with you and attempt to read it while you
are running. At first make it an easy-to-read
map while running on even ground and
gradually progress to a more intricate map and
uneven ground.
I have it on good authority that Jenny
Bourne (Lawford), many times Australian
Champion, trains with a book to improve her
run/map reading skills. To make sure she has
absorbed information from it on the run,
husband Geoff asks her questions afterwards.
Jenny says her ability to hold the map (and
book) steady has improved as a result, as well
as her ability to extract information from small
glances. It's tough on the spine of the book,
though!
If you can do crosswords, for variety try
taking a simple one on your runs and notice
how your ability to do it, and your interest,
wanes as you get into the run — try to counter
that 'working memory overload'.
2. Decision making and route choice on
the run
Of course, this is incorporated in the first
exercise. Set yourself some courses on used
maps well in advance then look at the route
choice options after you have run with the
map. You will be surprised at the options you
miss while running. You may find that you
miss the obvious choices or always pick the
simplest options.
3. Terrain running
The first thing you can do to improve terrain
running is get off the road and onto the nature
strip. Next, seek out rough patches such as
unmown areas or gravel driveways rather than
avoiding them. Easements, spare allotments.
grassy stormwater drains, school grounds and
especially parks can be used to induce a
springy running style with high knee lift.
Don't run around the vehicle barricades at the
park — jump over them. The paddock that I
regularly run through has the option of a track
or a more direct route through long grass and
ditches. I felt that I had finally graduated as an
orienteer when one morning a couple of years
ago I chose to take the more directrouteand I
have continued to stay away from the more
comfortable going since then.
As a road runner, it was easy to get caught
up in the desire to complete your circuit in
ever-reducing times. This discourages a runner from selecting the patches of harder going

which would spoil your time. One way to
avoid this is to run for a set time rather than a
set distance. For example, aim for a 20-minute
run instead of a 4 km run. This way you can
retrace your steps as often as you please to
utilise the best terrain. Perhaps you can run
your old circuit every now and then to evaluate
your progress.
4. Ankle strength
Strong ankles are important to avoid injury
while running in the bush. Weave left and
right when you run. Weave in and out of the
vehicle barricades commonly placed around
park perimeters. If the local playing fields in
your neighbourhood have spectator mounds.
runfigureof eights over them. This exercises
alternate sides of the ankles as well as balance.
Running back and forth across any slope will
have the same effect. So will running on the
sloping edge of street guttering.

5. Hill running
Some people will be fortunate enough to
live in areas with easy access to hills. But
others will have to make a special effort to
develop the kind of leg strength that is needed
for running in hilly terrain. As suggested in the
introduction, utilise any small hill available to
you and incorporate it in a circuit which you
can repeat. Spectator mounds fall into this
category and so do grassy storm water drains.
You can weave along the length of both of
these to get maximum benefit from the climb.
Of course at the same time practice your
downhill running style.
6. Circuit
Even if you have very restricted areas which
are appropriate for orienteering training, use
these areas repetitively. Create a circuit which
may include a sharp slope, some figure-eights,
then some rough ground, all while you are
reading a map. Each time you reach a particular point in your circuit (which may take
only one or two minutes) ensure that you have
completed reading a leg of the map you are
carrying and have prepared your exit for the
next leg.

7. Flowing through the control
This is a more advanced orienteering technique that can be easily incorporated into a
circuit. To flow through the control you must
be prepared to exit the control quickly without
undue hesitation. This requires you to get into
the habit of checking the control number (and
description) and exit features before approaching the control. You will need to carry a punch
card and set up a 'control site' on your circuit
with a punch. A punch can be improvised by
using the open end of a peg tied to a string.

8. Compass practice
The aim of this exercise is to improve
accuracy in following a compass direction
whether your traditionally 'run on the needle'
or prefer to turn the compass housing for a
bearing. Accuracy can be improved by looking up once a direction has been indicated by
the compass and choosing an object to run
toward. Quite often during the excitement of
an event I find myself rushing off in the
general direction indicated by the compass
when a more accurate direction is required.
Training can provide the opportunity to make
choosing an object to run toward a habit.
This exercise can also be used to practice
choosing your exit direction swiftly.
The activity requires an open area like a
park, playing field or paddock, but is also
possible in your own back yard if you are
prepared to walk. You will need to mark a
central point which will be the 'control site'.
The compass is best held onto the map along
the line of the leg. Ideally a thumb compass
can be used but it works just as well with a
normal compass. Leave the control site in the
given direction (e.g. north) and travel towards
the chosen object for some paces then turn 180
decrees and travel on the reverse bearing
(south) past the control for some paces. Again,
turn 180 degrees and travel on the bearing
(north) toward the control. Before reaching the
control check for the exit direction (e.g. northeast) and look in that direction so that you can
pinpoint an object that you can head towards
immediately after punching the control. On
leaving the control, move the compass onto
the line of the new leg if you haven't already
done so and move off looking for a more
accurate object toheadtoward.

overload. In fact once it becomes an
automated skill, pace-counting can be going
on unnoticed while you continue to think of
other problems at hand. To get the practice
you need, count at every opportunity. Count
while walking and stretching as well as running. Count the paces between lamp posts.
Estimate the paces to the next major feature on
the map you are reading. Run them and then
start again. Count paces in the previous compass exercise. Also practice estimating distances visually confirming your distances with
pace counts.
In conclusion. I have always thought that a
good preparation for a major event involved
some extra map and terrain running in addition
to normal events. Over the past year or so I
have been unable to incorporate this kind of
training into my regular schedule and have
relied wholly on the exercises I can fit into my
usual early morning runs. To my surprise my
competition results have not suffered. In fact
Easter 89 produced one of my best results yet.
So if you want to improve your orienteering, try some of these exercises whenever you
train. But most of all, rather than despair about
thereadymadefacilities you don't have at your
disposal, improvise and make the most of
what you can find.

FROM THE AUSTRALIAN
ORIENTEER
DECEMBER 1989

9. Pace-counting
Sometimes in orienteering you find that you
unexpectedly need to know the distance from
your last known point because the next expected feature has not materialised. If you know
how far you have travelled since the last
known point, then that greatly reduces your
possible number of positions. Many experienced orienteers do not need to pace-count as
they have a 'feel' for the distance. But if you
are not endowed with this 'feel' then lots of
practice will make sure that pace-counting
does not add to the possibility of brain
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HOW TO KEEP COOL WHEN YOU ARE HOT . . .
. . . OR KEEPING YOUR COOL
Last year in America, a thirty year
old experienced runner died fifteen
hours after finishing a race, from
heat stroke. The temperature was
only 78° at the time, and he was not
observed to have stopped at two of
the pit stops for water. A hundred
yards from the finish line he collapsed. Assistance was not provided immediately as a lot of other people
wanted help at the time, and he was
taken to a nearby hospital, where he
soon showed the signs of hyperthermia, including kidney failure and
bleeding from multiple sites,
because of his blood's inability to
clot. He died without regaining consciousness.
There is a lesson to be learned
from an experience such as this, and
I think all of us tend to forget very
simple rules when we are working
our bodies hard. In Australia, during
our summer months, I find it quite
extraordinary and bewildering to see
runners in the middle of the day, between 11.00a.m. and 3.00p.m.,
sweating profusely as they run
around the asphalt, trying to prove
something or other, in their efforts
to give themselves hyperthermia.
Once your body reaches 41°C, the
temperature won't come down on
it's own and if it stays there for a
short while, tissues - including the
brain - are cooked. Death frequently
occurs.
It must be realised that an increase in the body's core
temperature is normal during exercise; In fact, the average racing
athlete's core temperature is approximately 40°C. This is very close
to the critical thermal maximum for
heatstroke of 42°C, so great care
must be taken not to overstep the
safety margin.
The m i n i m u m core body
temperature is 37°C. At 37.7°C. The
skin flushes, sweating begins - and
if the sweat doesn't evaporate quickly enough, temperature will rise.
At 38.8°C, there is rapid dehydration, and fluid loss includes blood
flow to the skin and blood-pressure
drops.
At 39.4°C, although a rise in core
temperature at this level is normal
during exercise, the decreased
blood flow to the brain can cause
disorientation, pallid colour and
hyperventilation.
At 40°C. brain temperature increases; You can get an irregular
heart beat, and decreased blood
flow can lead to muscle breakdown.
At 40.5°c sweating stops as sweat
glands shut down; Severe blood clot
problems develop, often causing
profuse internal bleeding.
At 41°C this is the clinical
threshold of hyperthermia or
heatstroke; And the victim probably
will go into shock or delerium, an
uneven heart beat and blood leakage
into organs can produce fluid in
lungs.
At 41.6°C. there is acute kidney
failure requiring dialysis.
At 42.2°C there is permanent

heart damage likely, ranging from
small patches of cardiac muscle to
extensive primary damage from a
massive heart attack.
At 43.3°C the victim is in a coma.
The brain literally cooks causing
serious brain damage. Massive heart
damage occurs in 15% of cases.
Now you may ask why does all
this occur, and it has been found
that during exercise the individual
produces two natural stimulants,
produced by the adrenal glands adrenalin and noradrenalin - and
both of which increase in the blood
during the most strenuous part of
exercise also elevates during this
phase. As the Blood-pressure drops
during the cool down period, the
levels of adrenalin and noradrenalin
continue to rise. Because these
adrenal substances are natural heart
stimulants, researchers think they
may have found the mechanism that
triggers potential dangerous ir¬
regular heartbeats after strenuous
exercise. In other words the continued production by the body of
natural stimulants, may be the key
to understanding how the heart can
begin to beat out of control after exercising, and perhaps lead to death.
What this means is that the body
should be able to return gradually to
it's pre-exercise state. In other
words, AN INDIVIDUAL SHOULD'NT
stop immediately a f t e r a
p e r i o d o f s t r e n u o u s exercise. THE EXERCISER SHOULD
GRADUALLY DECREASE THE
WORK LOAD BEFORE COMING TO
REST.
ANYBODY WHO STOPS VIGOROUS
EXERCISE ABRUPTLY IS ENDANGERING HIS OR HER HEART,
AND MAYBE FLIRTING WITH
DEATH.
If you stop exercising and stand
still without gradually decreasing
your activity, your blood-pressure
will drop. However, the natual
stimulants from the adrenal glands
keep the heart beating at a high inefficient rate. Consequently not
enough blood gets to the heart, and
ischaemia (that is lack of blood supply to an organ, because of a deficiency in blood-flow through an
artery) may resolve. If too little blood
gets through, death may result.
The basic principle of a safe cool
down is, never stop exercising suddenly. Keep moving, swiftly at first,
and then at a somewhat slower pace
- and increase this gradual decrease
in activity for three to five minutes. If
your effort was so great during the
exercise, and you find yourself
physically spent or lightheaded at
the finish, lie down and try to place
your feet higher than your head, so
that the blood that is pooled in your
legs will be able to circulate back to
your heart.
To sum up then in these two very
important areas of the cool down effect, remember that signs of heat injury include high body temperature,
headaches, gooseflesh on the chest

and arms, chills, overbreathing, fainting, nausea, vomiting, muscle
cramps and unsteadiness of the
gait. In addition mental disturbances ranging from incoherent
speech to unconsciousness can occur in severe cases. Heat exhaustion is the term used for modest
elevation of body temperature, and
is not a life threatening emergency.
Usually people with heat exhaustion
will continue to sweat; individuals
with heatstroke do not sweat. Total
immersion of the body in ice water,
with vigorous ice massage, can be
life saving for a heat-stroke victim.
So what do you do to try to beat the
heat, when you do have to exercise
in the heat although for goodness
sake try to follow these tips to
prevent heat injuries.
Drink water frequently to avoid
dehydration. Runners should drink
at least one to two cups of water ten
to fifteen minutes before a race, and
should continue to do so every three
to four kilometers, and more frequently if poissible.
Avoid salt tablets or electrolyte
solutions, because fluid losses during the exercise, are much greater
than electrolyte losses; and adding
sugar slows down emptying of the
stomach. This in turn delays ab¬
sorption of water from the small
valve. If symptoms of heat exhaustion occur, seek medical attention.
Now after you have finished your
workout, there are plenty of things
to do. But here are a few don'ts to
keep in mind from Dr. Kenneth
Cooper's book, 'Running without
fear'.
Don't stand still. Don't sit. Don't
stand motionless while taking your
pulse, keep moving. Don't start talking and get distracted to the point
that you forget to keep moving, and
don't come to a complete halt at a
stop sign whilst jogging. If you must
stop to wait for traffic, jog in place or jog a short distance back and
forth at the corner, until the light
changes or the traffic clears.
Although the above applies to
more strenuous sports which are
placing great strain continuously on
the athlete. We must realise too that
body building can place immense
strains on the body, and in the sum¬
mer time immense strains on the
heart; and on the body's ability to
cool itself. We have all seen the
body builder who overdoes it, and
suffers from heat exhaustion. This
can be prevented by keeping your
hydration and drinking plenty of
water during your training periods. If
you do feel light headed, remember
just stop the exercising and rest.
And for goodness sakes in the summer, don't utilise the sauna bath as a
means of recovering after a heavy
workout. It is definitely not helpful
to your heart.
Dr. Philip M. Furey. M.B.B. (SYD)
F.A.C.O.M.
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CANADA TRIP, AUGUST '90
Dave Godfrey and Rob Garden are NOT organising a tour but are prepared
to organise people into groups of four, for sharing cars and motels.
Bookings must be made early so if you're pretty sure you are going, and
wish to join us, phone Dave (527-8922) or Rob (643-676).
Approx. costs: $1500 airfare
$450
$350

motels
car hire

Approx. dates: depart 1st August
return 22nd August

WOODHILL BO-RINGED ENTRY FORM
ENTRY FORM
Please make cheques payable to "WOC Squad Fund" and cross non neg
Names:

please supply your usual grades (this is for planning purposes only, you can
select which course you want to run on the day)
COST: $16 each, Family Max $45

Send to David Melrose, 90 Balmoral Rd Mt Eden Auckland 3 by 24.3.90 (earlier
please). This event is strictly pre-entry
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